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About This Game

Help Piggy Princess escape from prison!. Use physics and objects of each scenario to solve puzzles and release Princess. She
loves to eat beans, so with help from their flatulences she will can fly and escape each game level.

A fun game that combines the ability to solve physics puzzles to reach the exit of each stage along with the ability to launch the
Princess across the scenery. Intelligently uses the objects in each scenery to pass each level.

Enjoy beatiful graphics playing more than 50 amazing levels.
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Its quality. Few more options and polish will be great. Even the current form its well worth getting!. It's not bad, but there's
nothing about it that I'd really recommend it for. Good roguelikes present interesting choices and have runs that feel starkly
different from each other, where you adapt to the challenges and needs you face *this* time. In this one, once you have a handle
on how a class operates, runs feel essentially the same apart from whether you get good enough stuff or don't. That binary
feeling doesn't really bring one coming back for more.

It's not bad; if you're into this genre, it's not a -bad- game to pick up. I had okay fun with it for a little while. But it doesn't really
stand out in some regard such that I'd recommend it at its price.. Bought this game for a mere 2.99 on sale.
For that price, it offered 5-6 hours gameplay and some replayability. It is an Indie game, and I will treat it as such.
The developer markets Grimind as a horror\/physics puzzle game, and that is about as descriptive as it gets. The gameplay is
centered around completing the puzzles without any instruction or hand-holding. Not to say the puzzles are unsolvably difficult,
but there are a few moments in which I scratched my head in frustration and uttered a soft "what the hell do I do?" to my
computer monitor. Once you get the feel of how the game operates, the puzzles start to become clear. The physics are also quite
well done. I understand the developer reworked the inertia of objects and some other parameters for the game's Steam release,
and the attention to detail shows. It seems more polished compared to early alpha footage (as one would expect). Objects can be
picked up and thrown, liquids respond to disturbances, and soft-bodied pieces like vines move as they should.
The strong point of the game is the lighting. Beautifully done point lights and both "baked" and active shadow casting as well as
ambient gloom in certain points lends to a strong setting for a horror scenario. Many levels throw the character into the darkness
with nothing but a lit torch, and as everything in the environment is opaque black, one understands that death may be around
every turn.
As for the "scare factor?" Some reviewers have thought the game is as frightening as Amnesia: The Dark Descent. That is not
necessarily true. The scariest part of the game is the environment itself. The player is pursued by malevolent little--welll--boxes
(with no animation) that may only be vanquished with bright light. The enemy design is unbecomingly bland for a game that
seems so well-put-together in every other regard. The chase sequences get one's heart pounding, but it is not fear. The character
animation is perhaps a little poor as well.
The sound work in the game is mixed. The background music\/ambient noise are very impressive, and those elements are quite
unsettling for the game. They chant at the player like spectral moans from an unknown source and never failed to cause my hair
to stand on end. All other noises sound as though they were recorded by a desk mic in Audacity, like the growls of the monsters,
drowning noises when underwater, and thunder of fallign boulders or objects. Their lack of quality just doesn't seem to fit, and
they certainly didn't scare me.
Lastly, the game's story and dialogue were originally written in Polish. (I believe?) The English translation is rough around the
edges, but I could understand what was being conveyed with a little bit of pidgin translation. The story begins with no scenario,
and ends with little more. It was more depressing of an end than a satisfying resolution. Perhaps there is a metaphorical message
to it all? Nonetheless, I would have preferred to see a more complete story. Maybe in the sequel we can see more character
development.
I give this game 7.5\/10. For what it was, I enjoyed every bit of it, but I also see room for polishing all around.. I love hearing
the stories when you talk to the npc's and the environment is beautiful and different - fun to explore! Support is excellent! It was
hard to log off the game - still so much to see and do!. Few developers seriously develop VR content.
Many VR games are simply content and expensive,
or they just give a VR perspective to an existing game.
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Except for ARK Park,
my son and I have been waiting for this game for a long time
because I like VR and he likes dinosaurs.

He was very excited and played in the hall with holographic dinosaurs for a long time.
The interaction with dinosaurs fascinated him.
The fighting part with dinosaurs made me nervous.

But dinosaurs are not many,
It is hoped that more dinosaurs will watch the children interact;
Or more pure and richer VR fights,
Between players and players or players and dinosaurs.

Excellent ! ! !. This game does have potential to be a very fun casual game. perhaps having a fast forward function and allowing
the helpers to revive each other would make the game less maintenance and help the impatient few who play it.. Good add-on
with Orbx HD trees
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Sorry, but I want my money back. This game is a cuddly rabbit game, which is pretty nice in the first level. Getting to the
second level you recognize that you can't get through this without hating anyone who made it. I tried the same point nearly 20
times but jumping and walking is a difficult thing at some points. if you press "jump" it can be that it works or you get an
annoying sound or the rabbit jumps after 5 seconds. This is pretty useless in a jump and run game.. I rate the game Inside Me
2.5\/5. It's almost OK. Actually, if it wasn't so amazingly frustrating, it actually would've been good.

This game gets a lot right. It has good graphics (for a game of its genre), interesting gameplay mechanics, good controls, great
music (I really wish there was a soundtrack for this game but there isn't), good sound and an interesting setting. But for all this it
gets one important thing very, very wrong; This game is too hard.

This game too hard for commentators who try to play it on youtube. It is freaking hard and as a direct result it is extremely
frustrating. To make matters worse, the fact that this game gets so much right makes the act of trying to play it (and repetitively
failing) that much more frustrating. And then, to top it all off, if you really love this game's music like I do, THERE IS NO
SOUNDTRACK WHICH YOU CAN BUY and the music isn't even on youtube.

My recommendation? Avoid even getting involved with this game. I was able to get to the second boss (the one right after the
travel, cell-dodging section) but that was it. I was unable to finish this game. Argh! And as hard as the normal game levels are,
the bosses are 2-3 times worse if you can believe it. So frustrating!. An excellent black hole for your spare time. Needs certain
time to figure out trade routes that are worth it or even more so to learn by heart what goods need to be bought or sold at what
price. This knowledge is applicable in all towns then, for example don´t buy barrels of beer above 5o and don´t sell it under 6o,
buy furs in the east not above 1000 and get them back to your office and sell them everytime the price hits 1500, don´t waste
your time and cargo space with grain during summer etc... Once you have this experience it is hard to not make profit and being
raided by pirates is not as tragic as before. Also once you make profit you can focus on the hundreds of details to tune your
business and try different strategies. One of the best things is that players can choose to have few ships and focus on special
goods with big price margins to have a more laid back playing session or just build as much as you can and buy everything out
there keeping you really busy and challenged.
It is true that in game instructions on auto trade routes or combat are not the easiest to comprehend but you will figure out. This
game is for patient players,. I was expecting a rushed indie game for the price, but this game blew my mind. It exceeded all of
my expectations. My one problem is that there are a few glitches, but that just adds to the theme, right? 11/10

 Can anyone figure out the meaning of the ending? . This is going on the go-to list of things to show friends who are new to VR.
It's a great experience. They also did a great job selecting and laying out the pieces, so it feels more like a unique museum and
not like a VR flip-book of art. Looking forward to more!. While this game is slow to get going when it does it really makes up
for it. The atmosphere is creepy and isn't just a standard jumpscare-fest like a lot of games today. At the start of the game I can
play it on max graphics but when I get further into the game I have to lower my settings to the third worst setting this is a shame
because the game itself is pretty impressive looking. The game is still great on the lower settings though.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=il838uMl_Z4
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